


RESTONIC HOTELIER COLLECTION

CONSISTING OF 4 METICULOUSLY CRAFTED MODELS
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Superior comfort layers on both sides of the mattress, allows to maintain a 
fresh sleeping surface and extend the life expectancy of your mattress.

ROTATORROTATOR

Increases the overall sleeping surface by strengthening the sides of the 
mattress for better support and helps maintain mattress shape.

Our patented Marvelous Middle system provides extra support  to the 
centre third of the mattress where it is needed most.

The woven fabric finish gives the fabric a unique luxurious look and adds 
durability and memory to the fabric.

LUXURY WOVEN FABRICSLUXURY WOVEN FABRICS
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It is the classic spring system that has, through the years, proven its 
worth.
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BONNEL SPRING SYSTEMBONNEL SPRING SYSTEM
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Superior comfort layers on both sides of the mattress, allows to maintain 
a fresh sleeping surface and extend the life expectancy of your mattress.

ROTATORROTATOR

Increases the overall sleeping surface by strengthening the sides of the 
mattress for better support and helps maintain mattress shape.

Our patented Marvelous Middle system provides extra support  to the 
centre third of the mattress where it is needed most.

The luxury knit fabric finish gives the fabric a unique luxurious look and 
adds durability and memory to the fabric.

LUXURY KNIT FABRICSLUXURY KNIT FABRICS

It is the classic spring system that has, through the years, proven its worth.

BONNEL SPRING SYSTEMBONNEL SPRING SYSTEM

A high quality foam that ensures a good night’s rest. it conforms to 
the contours of your body, whilst helping to maintain a perfect spinal 
alignment.

LATEXLATEX
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Increases the overall sleeping surface by strengthening the sides of the 
mattress for better support and helps maintain mattress shape.

Superior comfort layers on both sides of the mattress, allows to maintain a 
fresh sleeping surface and extend the life expectancy of your mattress.

ROTATORROTATOR

The luxury knit fabric finish gives the fabric a unique luxurious look and adds 
durability and memory to the fabric.

LUXURY KNIT FABRICSLUXURY KNIT FABRICS

Provides the best of both worlds. The support of a bonnel spring unit and 
the comfort of a pocket spring. Adding ultimate luxury and comfort.

NESTED POCKETSNESTED POCKETS

Conforming precisly to your body and slowly regains it’s original shape when 
you move, while keeping the mattress cool.

MEMORY FOAMMEMORY FOAM
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Increases the overall sleeping surface by strengthening the sides of 
the mattress for better support and helps maintain mattress shape.

Superior comfort layers on both sides of the mattress, allows to 
maintain a fresh sleeping surface and extend the life expectancy of 
your mattress.

ROTATORROTATOR

The luxury knit fabric finish gives the fabric a unique luxurious look 
and adds durability and memory to the fabric.

LUXURY KNIT FABRICSLUXURY KNIT FABRICS

Provides the best of both worlds. The support of a bonnel spring 
unit and the comfort of a pocket spring. Adding ultimate luxury 
and comfort.

NESTED POCKETSNESTED POCKETS

A high quality foam that ensures a good night’s rest. it conforms 
to the contours of your body, whilst helping to maintain a perfect 
spinal alignment.

LATEXLATEX
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PLANT-A-TREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
When you buy an iDream bed and register your product (which also 
activates your warranty), Restonic will plant a tree on your behalf. 
Once you have registered your purchase and allow us to plant a tree on 
your behalf, we will then send you a certificate to verify this Go-Green 
initiative and send you annual updates on your tree.

This Restonic SA initiative includes all Restonic®, Restonic iDream and 
Restonic Greencoil products purchased as of 1 October 2021.

Finally, our national manufacturing footprint makes it possible to service all our customers with well 
established and respected brands, making our products cost effective as well.

Operating from four 
strategically positioned 
production hubs in South 
Africa and Namibia, the division’s 
extensive infrastructure, scale 
benefits & technology investments 
reduce costs and enable us to provide 
products and service to customers at 
competitive prices.

CERTIFICATIONS & ACCREDITATIONS

• Restonic’s Marvellous Middle® and iDream product 
ranges are endorsed by the Chiropractic Association of 
South Africa (known also as ‘CASA’).

• Vitafoam’s product range is SABS approved.

• iDream and DesleeMattex have products that are 
certified by SEAQUAL®.

• SEAQUAL® Yarn is a high quality 100% post-consumer 
recycled polyester yarn containing upcycled marine 

plastic, which contributes to cleaner oceans and the 
preservation of natural resources.

• DesleeMattex products have an ISO 9001: 2015 
certification.

For more information 
scan the QR code or go to 
https://idreambeds.com/
plant-a-tree-initiative/



KEEPING YOUR SPINE STRAIGHT
ENSURES YOUR FUTURE
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your guests the best sleeping experience they can have. Our 
patented Marvelous Middle® system provides extra support to the 
center third of the mattress where it is needed most.

The Marvelous Middle® is endorsed by the Chiropractic Association 
of South Africa (CASA) because of its unique ability to keep the spine 

straight while getting the rest you need.

Technology such as the Marvelous Middle® and the Edge TechTM 

Foam Technology ensures quality sleep. At Restonic we believe in 
taking responsibility in taking care of the planet. We have partnered 
with SEAQUAL and Eden Reforestation Projects to make a positive 
difference in the environment. 

We are a Proudly South African company and believe in what it means 
to be Proudly South African by making a meaningful contribution 
to building South Africa’s economy, alleviating unemployment and 
retaining existing employment.

MARVELOUS MIDDLE®

EDGE TECH™ FOAM TECHNOLOGY

Increases the overall sleeping surface by strengthening the sides of the 
mattress for better support and helps maintain the mattress.

Our Edge TechTM  Technology has been designed to provide ultimate durability 
(and reduce sagging) helping to keep the mattress look and feel for
many years to come.

  EDGETECH FOAM
TECHNOLOGY

DURABLE MATTRESSES START WITH



restonicsa.co.za

info@restonicsa.co.za

+27(0) 10 007 4645

+27(0) 11 298 9999

@Restonic .Mattresses

@restonic_dreams

https://idreambeds.com

